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There is some TRAin my doodles 
I‘m doing in the TRAin. So I call 
them TRAindoodles :)
As been playing with pencil, mar-
ker and ballpen, I playfully lay-
outed this magazine for nothing 
but your pleasure and ... sprea-
ding out my TRA into the 
world! Hope you will have fun 
while seeing the way as I turned 
ART around to look what‘s on the 
other side of those  three let-
ters. Take some time and enjoy!

There is consense 
in this nonsense, 
but only sometimes!
Hope you don‘t mind that I decorated my doodlestuff with some surreal words. Don‘t take it to serious. 

I‘d enjoy it more, if it would make you smile :)



Sometimes I see things, I see in things.

Sometimes I see things. in things I do.
Sometimes I see things, in things I saw
and I have done.
It depends on what I see, when I look 
up on things I do and I do things to 
things, I saw.
Doing things to things I saw, will 
change things I see, to things I do.
So things are  made from things, 
things get recycled anyway:) 
Ideas too:) Recycling ideas chan-
ges ideas to new ones. A reality in 
progress changes reality. Reality in 
progress can not be real for it was, 
when it is and it will be different, 
next moment. So there is no reality 
atall. Things are not as you saw them 
and they are not as they seem to be. 
 So Everything is surreal!

EYEsee
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ALL WE 
SEE ARE DREAMS AND WISHES IN THINGS-

WE SEE, 

IS SURREAL
LL we DO  IS REAL AND it GETS 

REALITY IN THE PAST, that does not 

WE HAVE DONE.

REALITY
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Beethoven, 

In linksbündig, rechtsbündig
TRAllala DadasynphonieTRAllala

can#t you hear Beethoven‘ No.: 9  
in Da-moll
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ALL YOU HAVE DONE IS REALITY IN 
YOUR WORLD OF WISHES AND DREAMS, 
YOU ARE REALY ACTING IN YOUR SUR-
REAL WORlD FOR YOUR ACTING IS 
BASED ON lYOUR DREAMS AND WISHES.

ALL YOU HAVE DONE IS REALITY IN 
YOUR WORLD OF WISHES AND DREAMS, 
YOU ARE  REALY ACTING IN YOUR 
REARL SURREAL WORD FOR YOUR ACTING 
IS BASED ON YOUR DREAMS AND WISHES.

ALL YOU HAVE DONE IS REALITY. IN 
YOUR WORLD OF WISHES AND DREAMS, 
YOU ARE  REALlY ACTING IN YOUR 
SURREAL WORlD YOUR Reality IS 
BASED ON DREAMS AND WISHES.
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Knowing that reality is something I made myself out of 
my dreams and wishes, makes me think where my dreams and wishes 
have their origin, what is driving them?

If fear is riding my dreams, my reality, is changing into a 

nightmare.

Knowing reality is something I constructed myself out 
of my dreams, makes me think where my dreams and wishes have 
their origin, what is driving them?

If fear is riding my dreams, my reality 

nightmare.
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Watch out!!! Dreamcontrollers 
watching our dreams!  

Thoughtcontrollers will explore what you think and indoctrinate what you have to. 
Don‘t tell things you do not want to have told.

The beautiful daydream of sparkling stars is changing into a nightmare!
Who made that change. is that the change he mend?

Hope you will hear me, CHANGER!
As I know now you are ever on my phone 

and I think you like the 
lyrics in my mails.



We belive that 
reality is 
real.

So  we do know 
reality is sur-
real even if we 
do not want to 
belive it!

We belive that 
reality is 
real.

BUT  we do know 
reality is sur-
real even if we 
do not want to 
belive it!

Every thing is surreal for Reality is nothing but a Belivebelive me my friendit‘s a Religion

I belive to  know but I know that I only belive. all I 
know is belive, all I belive I belive to know. My know-
ledge is belive but my belive is no kowledge 

( the more I know, the more I know that I do not know  

anything! Diogines)

I belive to  know but I know that I only belive. All I 
know is belive, all I belive I belive to know.My know-
ledge is belive but my belive is no kowledge 
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GUCKbook is a private TRAmagazine,
Finest dadaTRAsh for those that can taste 
ART  backwards.

Layout, content, grafics illustration and 
lyrics by STEPHANUSEMBRICANUS
stefan kindermann ©
contact at info@stefankindermann.de

If you wanna blow your mind again get an 
subscription  of  your own private GUCK-
book at stefankindermann.de, get on the list 
and hopefully next number of this magazine 
will reach you. 

Links you should look at to be informed 
about TRA  and other works of mine.
http://stephanusembricanus.deviantart.com 

allART is TRAlla La
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GUCKbook-preview topARTs
is(are) no readymade Art(s).pARTs are 
Modules to extent your concept of ART.
Connecting and disconnecting pARTs 
offers to change, extend and divide your 
pARTwork.

Sharing pARTs with other pARTici-
pants. By connecting people and thoughts 
this modular charcter of pARTs gives 
pARTworking a social aspect. Sha-
ring pARTs in real- and digital-world 
offers your interactivity, never ending 
possibilities to makeyourownART hap-
pen. 
Social interactive partwork enlarges 
your concept of ART in discussion and 
work. Your concept of ART is changing 
with learning by doing. So this is do-
ART, and it is not me that does it. I 
made these small pARTs only to decorate 
your livingroom :)
Let yourART grow pART 
bypART!

A pART with TRA
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All Copyrights by Stefan Kin-
dermann. Text, Layout and 
pARTwork by Stefan Kinder-
mann.
Noncommercial use and pri-
vate copies of the magazine 
are for free. It‘s not allowed 
to copy in extracts or use and 
publish extracts.  Publishing 
with naming the originator 
is required. For any question 
about my artwork or using my 
artwork for publishing please 
give me a note.

Contact: info@stefankinder-
mann.de.


